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An Introduction to Philosophy Jul 28 2019 Jacques Maritain's An Introduction to Philosophy was first published in 1931. Since then, this book has
stood the test of time as a clear guide to what philosophy is and how to philosophize. Inspired by the Thomistic Revival called for by Leo XIII,
Maritain relies heavily on Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas to shape a philosophy that, far from sectarian theology in disguise, is driven by reason
and engages the modern world. Re-released as part of the Sheed & Ward Classic series, An Introduction to Philosophy is sure to enliven the minds of
students and general readers for years to come. From the new introduction by Ralph McInerny: You are about to read a magnificent introduction not
only to a kind of philosophy but to philosophizing itself. Jacques Maritain was a relatively young man when he wrote this book, but his effort is one
that attracts any philosopher more and more as he grows older. However odd and unusual what he says becomes, the philosopher yearns to show
how even the most abstruse claims can be put into relation with what the reader already knows. That, in its essence, is what teaching is. In this book,
the reader will find a wise and certain guide into philosophizing as such. And, in the end, he will find that what he reads is really only a refinement
and development of what he and everybody else already knew.
Big Ideas for Curious Minds Apr 16 2021 Introduces twenty-five of history's leading figures in philosophy, including Buddha, Aristotle, René
Descartes, and Friedrich Nietzsche, and how their philosophical ideas continue to matter in today's world.
Neoplatonic Philosophy Aug 01 2022 The most comprehensive collection of Neoplatonic writings available in English, this volume provides
translations of the central texts of four major figures of the Neoplatonic tradition: Plotinus, Porphyry, Iamblichus, and Proclus. The general
Introduction gives an overview of the period and takes a brief but revealing look at the history of ancient philosophy from the viewpoint of the
Neoplatonists. Historical background--essential for understanding these powerful, difficult, and sometimes obscure thinkers--is provided in extensive
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footnotes, which also include cross-references to other works relevant to particular passages.
Modern Philosophy Apr 28 2022 Philosopher Roger Scruton offers a wide-ranging perspective on philosophy, from logic to aesthetics, written in a
lively and engaging way that is sure to stimulate debate. Rather than producing a survey of an academic discipline, Scruton reclaims philosophy for
worldly concerns.
Denken Sep 21 2021
Introductory Readings in Ancient Greek and Roman Philosophy Jan 02 2020 This concise anthology of primary sources designed for use in an
ancient philosophy survey ranges from the Presocratics to Plato, Aristotle, the Hellenistic philosophers, and the Neoplatonists. The Second Edition
features an amplified selection of Presocratic fragments in newly revised translations by Richard D. McKirahan. Also included is an expansion of the
Hellenistic unit, featuring new selections from Lucretius and Sextus Empiricus as well as a new translation, by Peter J. Anderson, of most of Seneca's
De Providentia. The selections from Plotinus have also been expanded.
Philosophy of Psychology Jan 14 2021 Philosophy of Psychology is a well-structured introduction to the nature and mechanisms of cognition and
behaviour from one of the leaders in the field.
Representing and Intervening Oct 11 2020 A lively and clearly written introduction to the philosophy of natural science, organized around the central
theme of scientific realism.
An Introduction to Metaphilosophy Jan 26 2022 What is philosophy? How should we do it? Why should we bother to? These are the kinds of
questions addressed by metaphilosophy - the philosophical study of the nature of philosophy itself. Students of philosophy today are faced with a
confusing and daunting array of philosophical methods, approaches and styles and also deep divisions such as the notorious rift between analytic and
Continental philosophy. This book takes readers through a full range of approaches - analytic versus Continental, scientistic versus humanistic, 'pure'
versus applied - enabling them to locate and understand these different ways of doing philosophy. Clearly and accessibly written, it will stimulate
reflection on philosophical practice and will be invaluable for students of philosophy and other philosophically inclined readers.
Children's Book of Philosophy Nov 23 2021 Learn to think big and tackle life's trickiest questions, such as "What am I here for?" and "Who decides
what's right and wrong?". Children’s Book of Philosophy is a perfect introduction to the great thinkers who’ve tried to make sense of the world. From
ancient times to modern day, people have asked questions such as “Who am I?”, “Is the world real?”, and “Is it ever right to tell a lie?”. Meet famous
philosophers from history including Socrates, Confucius, Immanuel Kant, Simone de Beauvoir, and many others who have studied the complex issues
of everyday life. Using simple text and fun illustrations to get your mind working, Children’s Book of Philosophy will make big ideas easy to
understand. Examine the problems that have puzzled people for hundreds, or even thousands, of years – and ponder your way through them in clear
and logical stages. The book's lively approach is designed to encourage children to start thinking for themselves and to show them that anyone can
be a philosopher.
An Introduction to Buddhist Philosophy Sep 29 2019 In this clearly written undergraduate textbook, Stephen Laumakis explains the origin and
development of Buddhist ideas and concepts, focusing on the philosophical ideas and arguments presented and defended by selected thinkers and
sutras from various traditions. He starts with a sketch of the Buddha and the Dharma, and highlights the origins of Buddhism in India. He then
considers specific details of the Dharma with special attention to Buddhist metaphysics and epistemology, and examines the development of
Buddhism in China, Japan, and Tibet, concluding with the ideas of the Dalai Lama and Thich Nhat Hanh. In each chapter he includes explanations of
key terms and teachings, excerpts from primary source materials, and presentations of the arguments for each position. His book will be an
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invaluable guide for all who are interested in this rich and vibrant philosophy.
The Big Questions: A Short Introduction to Philosophy Sep 09 2020 Written by well-known and respected philosophy teachers Robert C. Solomon and
Kathleen Higgins, this best-selling introduction to philosophy is student-friendly in style and organization. This engaging text covers philosophy's
central topics through an exploration of timeless big questions such as the meaning of life, God, and morality, giving students of all backgrounds and
interest levels an appealing, relevant context to approach the course material and explore their own ideas and opinions. The writing style is concise
and accessible, coverage is comprehensive without being intimidating, and each chapter's discussion is self-contained, making it easy for instructors
to choose their preferred topics and presentation order. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Introduction to Philosophy May 18 2021
Exploring Philosophy Oct 03 2022 "Exploring Philosophy: An Introductory Anthology is the most accessible yet still comprehensive topically
organized introduction to philosophy. Steven Cahn has carefully selected extraordinarily clear, recent essays by noted philosophers and has
supplemented these with influential historical sources. Most importantly, the articles have been carefully edited to focus on their core content and
arguments, making them understandable to students studying philosophy for the first time. The topics are drawn from across the major fields of
philosophy and include knowledge and skepticism, mind and body, freedom and determinism, the existence of God, the problem of evil, ethical
reasoning, abortion, euthanasia, world hunger, democracy, capital punishment, and affirmative action. The readings are enhanced by concise
introductions, explanatory notes, and suggestions for further reading. In the 5th edition Cahn greatly increased the number of readings by women,
and this feature was very positively received by instructors. This edition has become the 2nd or 3rd best-selling reader for the intro course, after our
own #1 reader by Perry. The 6th edition will be revised in light of the reviews"-Does the Center Hold? Aug 09 2020 Containing more than 500 illustrations, this topically-organized introductory text presents the ideas and issues
typically covered in introductory courses. It aims to demonstrate that serious philosophical inquiry may be perplexing, but is ultimately enlightening
and liberating.
The World of Philosophy Sep 02 2022 The World of Philosophy is an accessible, flexible reader for Introductory Philosophy courses that combines
standard Western historical and analytic materials with writings from Chinese, Indian, Native-American, continental, and other sources. It seeks to
present philosophy in all its diverse array of thought and practice without neglecting to provide the most seminal philosophical readings from the
traditional Western canon.
Voices of Ancient Philosophy Nov 04 2022 Edited by one of the most renowned scholars in the field, Voices of Ancient Philosophy: An Introductory
Reader is a unique and accessible introduction to the richness of ancient philosophy. Featuring a topical--as opposed to chronological--organization,
this text introduces students to the wide range of approaches and traditions in ancient philosophy. In each section Annas presents the ancient
debates on a particular philosophical topic, drawing on a greater diversity of ancient sources than a chronological approach allows. The book is
divided into six sections: Fate and Freedom; Reason and Emotion; Knowledge, Belief, and Skepticism; Metaphysical Questions; How Should You
Live?; and Society and the State. Annas includes a generous selection of the works of Plato and Aristotle, as well as those of the Stoics, Epicureans,
and Skeptics. She also includes selections from less familiar philosophers and from authors in whose works philosophical issues arise, such as poets,
medical writers, historians, and Jewish and Christian writers. The volume features biographical sketches of the philosophers, a timeline, and short
discussions of the major movements in ancient philosophy. An excellent text for courses in ancient philosophy and history of philosophy, Voices of
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Ancient Philosophy: An Introductory Reader will also be of interest to scholars and general readers.
Was bedeutet das alles? Eine ganz kurze Einführung in die Philosophie Aug 21 2021 Thomas Nagels ebenso kurze wie genaue und umfassende
Einführung in die Philosophie findet in verständlicher Form Antworten auf die großen Fragen des Lebens: Woher wissen wir etwas? Wie hängen
Körper und Geist zusammen? Was bedeuten Wörter? Gibt es Willensfreiheit wirklich? Was ist Recht und was ist Unrecht? Was ist der Tod? Und worin
könnte der Sinn des Lebens bestehen?
An Introduction to Political Philosophy Feb 01 2020 Now revised and updated and containing several entirely new chapters, this book provides a
comprehensive introduction to political philosophy. It discusses historical and contemporary figures and covers a vast range of topics and debates,
including immigration, war, national and global economics, the ethical and political implications of climate change, and the persistence of racial
oppression and injustice. It also presents accessible, non-technical discussions of perfectionism, utilitarianism, theories of the social contract, and the
Marxian tradition of social criticism. Real-life examples introduce students to ways of using philosophical reflection and debates, and open up new
perspectives on politics and political issues. Throughout, this book challenges readers to think critically about political arguments and institutions
that they might otherwise take for granted. It will be a vital and provocative resource for any student of philosophy or political science.
The Philosophy of Social Science Oct 30 2019 An introduction to the philosophy of social science from a well-known author.
An Introduction to Indian Philosophy Oct 23 2021 This wide-ranging introduction to classical Indian philosophy is philosophically rigorous without
being too technical for beginners. Through detailed explorations of the full range of Indian philosophical concerns, including some metaphilosophical
issues, it provides readers with non-Western perspectives on central areas of philosophy, including epistemology, logic, metaphysics, ethics,
philosophy of language, and philosophy of religion. Chapters are structured thematically, with each including suggestions for further reading. This
provides readers with an informed overview whilst enabling them to focus on particular topics if needed. Translated Sanskrit texts are accompanied
by authorial explanations and contextualisations, giving the reader an understanding of the argumentative context and philosophical style of Indian
texts. A detailed glossary and a guide to Sanskrit pronunciation equip readers with the tools needed for reading and understanding Sanskrit terms
and names. The book will be an essential resource for both beginners and advanced students of philosophy and Asian studies.
Journey Into Philosophy Feb 24 2022 The overriding rationale behind this book is a desire to enrich the lives of college students by introducing
them to the practice of philosophical thought in an accessible and engaging manner. The text has over one hundred classical and contemporary
readings that facilitate studying each philosophical issue from a variety of perspectives, giving instructors the opportunity to choose a set of readings
that matches the individual needs of each class. It includes many selections by philosophers whose works are often ignored or underrepresented in
other introductory texts. The initial reading, "The Role of Philosophy," is a relevant, clear, and absorbing introduction to the discipline of philosophy.
It uses everyday life situations to give students a solid foothold before they journey into specific philosophical topics. In addition, every section of the
book has its own special introduction that connects each topic to students personal lives. The surrounding narrative is designed to be conversational
and comprehensible. Special features include a section on the role of logic, and writing a philosophy paper, two useful tools for approaching and
analyzing philosophical writing for students who are new to philosophy. The book is accompanied by a companion website
(www.routledge.com/cw/Baronett), with many helpful features, including (for students) review questions for all readings in the book, videos, and 66
related entries taken from the student-friendly Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy and (for instructors) 2,500 questions and answers." "
Theory and Reality Dec 13 2020 How does science work? Does it tell us what the world is "really" like? What makes it different from other ways of
understanding the universe? In Theory and Reality, Peter Godfrey-Smith addresses these questions by taking the reader on a grand tour of one
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hundred years of debate about science. The result is a completely accessible introduction to the main themes of the philosophy of science. Intended
for undergraduates and general readers with no prior background in philosophy, Theory and Reality covers logical positivism; the problems of
induction and confirmation; Karl Popper's theory of science; Thomas Kuhn and "scientific revolutions"; the views of Imre Lakatos, Larry Laudan, and
Paul Feyerabend; and challenges to the field from sociology of science, feminism, and science studies. The book then looks in more detail at some
specific problems and theories, including scientific realism, the theory-ladeness of observation, scientific explanation, and Bayesianism. Finally,
Godfrey-Smith defends a form of philosophical naturalism as the best way to solve the main problems in the field. Throughout the text he points out
connections between philosophical debates and wider discussions about science in recent decades, such as the infamous "science wars." Examples
and asides engage the beginning student; a glossary of terms explains key concepts; and suggestions for further reading are included at the end of
each chapter. However, this is a textbook that doesn't feel like a textbook because it captures the historical drama of changes in how science has
been conceived over the last one hundred years. Like no other text in this field, Theory and Reality combines a survey of recent history of the
philosophy of science with current key debates in language that any beginning scholar or critical reader can follow.
Introduction to the Philosophy of Science Mar 16 2021 Originally published: Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, c1992.
An Introduction to the Philosophy of Science Jul 08 2020 Stimulating, thought-provoking text by one of the 20th century's most creative
philosophers makes accessible such topics as probability, measurement and quantitative language, causality and determinism, theoretical laws and
concepts, more.
Chinese Philosophy Nov 11 2020 The philosophical traditions of China have arguably influenced more human beings than any other. China has
been the home not only of its indigenous philosophical traditions of Confucianism and Daoism, but also of uniquely modified forms of Buddhism. As
Ronnie L Littlejohn shows, these traditions have for thousands of years formed the bedrock of the longest continuing civilization on the planet; and
Chinese philosophy has profoundly shaped the institutions, social practices and psychological character of East and Southeast Asia. The author here
surveys the key texts and philosophical systems of Chinese thinkers in a completely original and illuminating way. Ranging from the Han dynasty to
the present, he discusses the six classical schools of Chinese philosophy (Yin-Yang, Ru, Mo, Ming, Fa and Dao-De); the arrival of Buddhism in China
and its distinctive development; the central figures and movements from the end of the Tang dynasty to the introduction into China of Western
thought; and the impact of Chinese philosophers ranging from Confucius and Laozi to Tu Weiming on their equivalents in the West."
An Introduction to the Philosophy of Mathematics Dec 25 2021 This introduction to the philosophy of mathematics focuses on contemporary debates
in an important and central area of philosophy. The reader is taken on a fascinating and entertaining journey through some intriguing mathematical
and philosophical territory, including such topics as the realism/anti-realism debate in mathematics, mathematical explanation, the limits of
mathematics, the significance of mathematical notation, inconsistent mathematics and the applications of mathematics. Each chapter has a number
of discussion questions and recommended further reading from both the contemporary literature and older sources. Very little mathematical
background is assumed and all of the mathematics encountered is clearly introduced and explained using a wide variety of examples. The book is
suitable for an undergraduate course in philosophy of mathematics and, more widely, for anyone interested in philosophy and mathematics.
Introduction to Philosophy Apr 04 2020 Introduction to Philosophy: Classical and Contemporary Readings is a topically-organized introductory
anthology. Presenting opposing arguments on a variety of issues, its 84 selections represent some of Western philosophy's leading contributions
across five major areas: theory of knowledge, philosophy of religion, philosophy of mind, free will and determinism, and moral philosophy. Louis P.
Pojman and new co-editor James Fieser introduce each of these areas, their subsections, and each of the readings, providing background information
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and summarizing key themes. Beginning with the opening section, "What Is Philosophy?" they bring forth a compelling sampling of classical material
- including selections from Plato, Aristotle, Descartes, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, and Kant - while also highlighting some of philosophy's most influential
contemporary work - including selections from Harry Frankfurt, Richard Taylor, John Searle, and Thomas Nagel. Now in its fourth edition, the book
features Questions for Further Reflection following each selection, Suggestions for Further Reading, a glossary, two appendices ("How to Read and
Write a Philosophy Paper" and "A Little Bit of Logic"), and nine new selections.
HIST OF EUROPEAN PHILOSOPHY AN Aug 28 2019
Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy Mar 04 2020 In the words of Bertrand Russell, "Because language is misleading, as well as because it is
diffuse and inexact when applied to logic (for which it was never intended), logical symbolism is absolutely necessary to any exact or thorough
treatment of mathematical philosophy." That assertion underlies this book, a seminal work in the field for more than 70 years. In it, Russell offers a
nontechnical, undogmatic account of his philosophical criticism as it relates to arithmetic and logic. Rather than an exhaustive treatment, however,
the influential philosopher and mathematician focuses on certain issues of mathematical logic that, to his mind, invalidated much traditional and
contemporary philosophy. In dealing with such topics as number, order, relations, limits and continuity, propositional functions, descriptions, and
classes, Russell writes in a clear, accessible manner, requiring neither a knowledge of mathematics nor an aptitude for mathematical symbolism. The
result is a thought-provoking excursion into the fascinating realm where mathematics and philosophy meet — a philosophical classic that will be
welcomed by any thinking person interested in this crucial area of modern thought.
Introduction to German Philosophy May 06 2020 Introduction to German Philosophy is the only book in English to provide a comprehensive
account of the key ideas and arguments of modern German philosophy from Kant to the present. the first book in English to provide a comprehensive
account of the key ideas and arguments of modern German philosophy from Kant to the present. offers an accessible introduction to the work, among
others, of Kant, Fichte, the Romantics, Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche, Wittgenstein, the Vienna Circle, Husserl, Heidegger, Benjamin, Adorno, Gadamer,
and Habermas. considers how German philosophy reacts to revolutionary changes in modern science, society, and culture; ideal for anyone wanting
to know more about the role of the German tradition within philosophy and literature as a whole.
An Introduction to Metaphysics Feb 12 2021 This book is an accessible introduction to the central themes of contemporary metaphysics. It
carefully considers accounts of causation, freedom and determinism, laws of nature, personal identity, mental states, time, material objects, and
properties, while inviting students to reflect on metaphysical problems. The philosophical questions discussed include: What makes it the case that
one event causes another event? What are material objects? Given that material objects exist, do such things as properties exist? What makes it the
case that a person may exist at two different times? An Introduction to Metaphysics makes these tough questions tractable by presenting the features
and flaws of current attempts to answer them. Intended primarily for students taking a first class in metaphysics, this lucid and well-written text
would also provide an excellent introduction for anyone interested in knowing more about this important area of philosophy.
Philosophy Jun 18 2021
Einleitung in die Philosophie Jun 26 2019
An Introductory Philosophy of Medicine May 30 2022 In this book the author explores the shifting philosophical boundaries of modern medical
knowledge and practice occasioned by the crisis of quality-of-care, especially in terms of the various humanistic adjustments to the biomedical model.
To that end he examines the metaphysical, epistemological, and ethical boundaries of these medical models. He begins with their metaphysics,
analyzing the metaphysical positions and presuppositions and ontological commitments upon which medical knowledge and practice is founded.
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Next, he considers the epistemological issues that face these medical models, particularly those driven by methodological procedures undertaken by
epistemic agents to constitute medical knowledge and practice. Finally, he examines the axiological boundaries and the ethical implications of each
model, especially in terms of the physician-patient relationship. In a concluding Epilogue, he discusses how the philosophical analysis of the
humanization of modern medicine helps to address the crisis-of-care, as well as the question of “What is medicine?” The book’s unique features
include a comprehensive coverage of the various topics in the philosophy of medicine that have emerged over the past several decades and a
philosophical context for embedding bioethical discussions. The book’s target audiences include both undergraduate and graduate students, as well
as healthcare professionals and professional philosophers. “This book is the 99th issue of the Series Philosophy and Medicine...and it can be
considered a crown of thirty years of intensive and dynamic discussion in the field. We are completely convinced that after its publication, it can be
finally said that undoubtedly the philosophy of medicine exists as a special field of inquiry.”
Introduction to World Philosophy Jun 06 2020 Featuring selections from around the globe, Introduction to World Philosophy: A Multicultural Reader
provides a diverse and engaging introduction to five key areas of philosophy: ethics, philosophy of mind and self, epistemology, metaphysics, and
philosophical theology. The editors have arranged these topics according to their increasing complexity--from the most concrete (ethics) to the most
theoretical (philosophical theology)--making the material as accessible as possible for students. Organized both chronologically and geographically,
the anthology's five parts include readings from Indian, Chinese, Greek, Christian, Jewish, Islamic, Spanish, Latin-American, and African traditions,
as well as selections from early modern, Kantian, and post-Kantian philosophy. Introduction to World Philosophy contains 136 selections (24 by
women), organized into 25 chapters; these chapters are divided into 93 sections, each of which opens with a detailed introduction that prepares
students for the readings that follow. The parts and chapters can be used in any order and in any combination. The text's unique modular structure
gives instructors great flexibility in designing and teaching introduction to philosophy courses. The book is further enhanced by a glossary, a
Companion Website at www.oup.com/us/bonevac, and an Instructor's Manual (available both in print and on a CD) that offers suggested syllabi,
discussion questions, test questions, suggested readings, and PowerPoint slides.
General Introduction to the Philosophy and Writings of Plato Dec 01 2019 The General Introduction contained in the present volume is drawn from
Thomas Taylor's five-volume set of the complete Works of Plato, originally published in 1804. With that great task completed, Taylor became the first
to translate the whole of the genuine works of Plato (his 55 dialogues and 12 epistles) into English. That work is a timeless masterpiece not solely
because of the quantity of works translated or the sublimity of those works, but due also to Taylor's ability to elucidate the principles of that
philosophy as no other has done in the English tongue. In his introduction Taylor gives us an overview of the fundamental principles of the philosophy
and theology of Plato, guiding us on a journey transcending the mundane particulars of our sensory lives upwards to the summit of all things, the
principle of principles and fountain of all that is. Through this journey, and with careful thought and consideration, the student may gather enough of
an outline to begin assembling his own conception of that system, from which he may later begin his efforts towards a recollection of divine truths.
Following Taylor's overview of Plato's philosophy, he provides an outline of that great philosopher's writings, from their structure and organization,
down to Plato's style of writing. Lastly, Taylor introduces us to the full set of his translations, providing the reasoning used in his arrangement of the
dialogues along with references to previous translations and commentaries he relied upon in his efforts. In his five-volume set, Taylor followed this
Introduction with a short glossary of terms peculiar to the Platonic philosophy, which we have here reproduced along with several additional terms
and definitions drawn from two of Taylor's other publications. Concluding this volume, and Taylor's introductory material for his translations, is his
rendering of the biography of Plato by Olympiodorus. This biography is rather concise in itself, but provides some general sense of the life of the
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man. These introductory materials ought to furnish the sincere student with the necessaries to begin an earnest study of philosophy, not as it is so
commonly presented in our modern times, stripped of all substance in the name of ever expanding sophistry, but imbibed with the life-essence of that
great wisdom that underlies the genuine Grecian system, from Orpheus to Pythagoras, Plato and beyond. To begin this study is to ask the aid of that
golden chain of philosophers in the effort of seeking real knowledge of ourselves, such that we may practice and embody the highest virtue. The
present volume is the first in a series of publications reproducing the Works of Plato. It is highly recommended that the student follow Taylor's
arrangement of the dialogues in their initial study of the philosophy, in order that they may gain the most from such sincere efforts towards wisdom.
If the student is desirous of this, the first dialogue in that arrangement is the First Alcibiades. In that dialogue, one will encounter the first, and most
critical step in the life of a philosopher: that of liberation from the disease of two-fold ignorance. Only once liberated may one truly benefit from
further study of Plato's sublime philosophy. It is further recommended that the sincere student open themselves to a wider study of the Grecian
philosophy, theology and mythology as presented throughout the translations and original works of Thomas Taylor. From the Egyptian Mysteries, the
Chaldean Oracles, the Hymns of Orpheus, to the Life of Pythagoras, and onwards through the works of Plato, Aristotle and the later Platonists (in
particular, that of Proclus), Taylor's translations, as well as his introductions and copious notes, shed clear white light on this vast and sublime
wisdom tradition. The study of Plato is but one thread in this divine tapestry.
Introductory to the Philosophy of Power Jul 20 2021
Exploring Philosophy of Religion Jun 30 2022 In this remarkably accessible, concise, and engaging introduction to the philosophy of religion,
Steven M. Cahn brings together a rich and balanced collection of sixty-six classic and contemporary readings. This unique anthology features a clear,
well-organized structure and careful editing of many articles in order to sharpen their focus and make them understandable to students with little or
no background in philosophy. The book also reflects the importance of women's contributions to the field; 40% of the contemporary readings are by
women. In addition, topics often minimized in other collections are covered in more depth here, including forgiveness and love; ritual, prayer, and
worship; gender; speaking of God; and the afterlife.
This Is Philosophy Mar 28 2022 THIS IS PHILOSOPHY “The second edition of This is Philosophy improves upon an excellent first edition. This clear,
succinct book is quite possibly the best introduction to Western philosophy on the market.” —Gregory Morgan, Stevens Institute of Technology “This
is a terrific book. The writing is not only extremely clear, it is downright gripping—with relevant and detailed examples at every turn. Steven Hales
has produced not just a great little introduction to philosophy—he has produced a great little book in philosophy, period.” —Michael Lynch,
University of Connecticut “Hales clearly explains important philosophical ideas with a minimum of jargon and without sacrificing depth of content
and he consistently gives a fair and accurate presentation of both sides of central philosophical disputes.” —Matthew Van Cleave, Teaching
Philosophy As the oldest discipline in the academy, philosophy began by asking questions of the world and of human nature. Philosophers are
responsible for the Enlightenment and laid the foundations for constitutional governments. Yet, while it may have given birth to the natural sciences,
philosophy has earned a contemporary reputation as an esoteric and impractical field out of touch with everyday life—but it doesn’t have to be that
way. This is Philosophy: An Introduction expertly guides students through the fundamentals of philosophy by illuminating difficult, abstract ideas
with straightforward language. Assuming no prior background in the subject, this volume brings philosophical concepts into sharp focus through
relatable examples and clear explanations of philosophy’s big questions and arguments. The second edition of this accessible textbook is organized
around seven central philosophical problems, including ethics, the existence of God, free will, personal identity, philosophy of mind, and
epistemology. New to this edition is a chapter on political philosophy that explores the state of nature, anarchy, contractarianism, libertarianism, and
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the liberal state. These self-contained chapters have been reordered and recalibrated to best suit the needs of introductory philosophy courses, and
can be taught independently or in sequence. Enhanced by updated examples, new hyperlinks and references, and detailed bibliographies, the book is
complemented by extensively-revised online resources available to instructors, including a 200-question test bank and over 450 PowerPoint slides
designed to strengthen student comprehension of key concepts. Strengthening the popular first edition which launched the series, This is Philosophy:
An Introduction, Second Edition is the perfect primary textbook for beginning philosophy students as well as general readers with an interest in
philosophy.
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